After Matt Taylor took the helm as CEO of Mercury in 2009, he needed to
assemble a strategic senior leadership team and add several key staff members in
order to drive the organization’s exponential growth.
At that time, Mercury’s HR department was focused on multiple priorities and,
faced with double-digit growth, was stretched to capacity. In order to meet growing
recruiting requirements, the team at Mercury was relying on numerous external
staffing vendors to assist with recruiting, and was challenged to keep up with the
increasing volume of calls and candidates.
Taylor needed to collaborate with a strategic partner who could transform the
organization’s current hiring practices and drive the talent acquisition process from
beginning to end. In the long-term he wanted to eliminate Mercury’s dependence
on outside staffing vendors by building a highly functional internal team and
developing a robust internal process to manage recruitment.

Mercury’s partnership with TalenTrust began in May 2010. Initially they turned to
TalenTrust to help fill a few key positions, including the CFO, the CIO, revenue
generating roles in sales, and important roles in IT and project management. Soon
TalenTrust offered to manage Mercury’s relationships with eight different external
staffing vendors and to oversee all of the recruitment efforts for positions in HR,
IT, sales, marketing and finance.

“TalenTrust helped us grow by over 250%. They have a
great track record of helping high growth companies.”
TalenTrust provided Taylor with an extensive analysis of Mercury’s current
recruiting processes, outlining strengths/weaknesses and providing strategic advice
on improvements. TalenTrust acted as a liaison to offer the external vendors clarity
on the open positions at Mercury, help Mercury become more responsive with
candidate feedback, and evaluate and improve contracts with each vendor. In
Spring 2011 TalenTrust presented Scott Davis as a top candidate for Mercury’s
Director of Recruiting, based on his proven experience in assembling and
managing teams of recruiters, plus his personality and cultural fit. Then TalenTrust
helped him build a team of five recruiters and begin to develop an internal
recruiting process at Mercury.

During its three-year partnership with TalenTrust, Mercury grew by more than 400
employees. TalenTrust became a valued partner and trusted advisor in helping the
growing organization build a high performance team.
“TalenTrust has helped us grow by over 250%,” said Davis. “They provided the
infrastructure while we were in the process of building out a formal recruiting
team, and stayed on board even once we had that in place in order to help us fill
critical positions.”
Davis added, “TalenTrust took a lot of time to understand our business challenges
and to create holistic, scalable, cost-effective solutions that made sense for us. They
have a great track record of helping high growth companies”

“TalenTrust created
holistic, scalable,
and cost-effective
solutions that made
sense for us.”

